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About MagTek

Since 1972, MagTek has been a leading manufacturer 
of electronic devices and systems for the reliable issuance, 
reading, transmission and security of cards, checks, 
PINs and other identification documents.  Leading with 
innovation and engineering excellence, MagTek is known for 
quality and dependability. Its products include secure card 
readers, check scanners, PIN Pads and distributed credential 
issuing systems. These products are used worldwide by 
financial institutions, retailers, hotels, law enforcement 
agencies and other organizations to provide secure and 
efficient electronic payment and identification transactions.
 
Today, MagTek continues to innovate with the development 
of a new generation of security centric products secured 
by MagneSafe™.  By leveraging strong encryption, secure 
tokenization and real time authentication, MagneSafe prod-
ucts enable users to assess and validate the trustworthiness 
of credentials used for online identification, payment 
processing, and other high-value electronic transactions.
 
MagTek is based in Seal Beach, California and has sales 
offices throughout the United States, Europe, and Asia, with 
independent distributors in over 40 countries. For more 
information, please visit www.magtek.com.

MagneSafe IntelliHead Products

MagneSafe IntelliHead Applications
 • Outdoor Payment Terminals
 • ATMs
 • Kiosks
 • POS Terminals
 • Card Issuance Devices

 •  PIN Encrypting Devices
 • Check Readers & Scanners
 •  Access Control Systems
 • Enterprise Management Applications



Why MagneSafe™?

When it comes to protecting cardholder data at the 

point of transaction, no other technology does more 

than MagneSafe. 

MagneSafe is a digital identification and authentica-

tion architecture that safeguards consumers and their 

personal data. Designed to exceed PCI regulations, 

MagneSafe leverages strong encryption, secure tokeni-

zation, counterfeit detection, tamper recognition, data 

relevance and integrity, and dynamic digital transaction 

signatures, which together validate and protect the 

entire transaction and each of its components. 

A key feature of MagneSafe is MagnePrint® card 

authentication, a patented, proven technology which 

reliably identifies counterfeit credit cards, debit cards, 

gift cards, ATM cards and ID cards at the point of swipe, 

before fraud occurs. MagneSafe’s multi-layer security 

provides unmatched protection and flexibility for safer 

online transactions.

MagneSafe Architecture Why MagneSafe IntelliHead?
 MagneSafe, introduced in 2006, started a revolution with the payment industry’s first use of SCRAs   
 (Secure Card Reader Authenticators). Its architecture is based on technology that makes cardholder 
data harder to acquire and dynamic, rather than static, eliminating its redemption value if stolen. 

 •  Strong Encryption
   MagneSafe encryption scrambles the data at the point of swipe, providing instant protection. 
   Without the secret key, the data is unreadable and never in the clear. By using strong industry 
   standard encryption algorithms along with sound key management, MagneSafe protects 
   cardholder data from prying eyes and eavesdroppers. 

 •  Counterfeit Detection
   MagneSafe verifies legitimate cardholder data by successfully identifying the card’s unique 
   features and proving its authenticity. 

 •  Tamper Recognition
   MagneSafe recognizes tampered cardholder data and assures that transactions are only 
   performed using legitimate, unaltered cardholder information.

 •   Data Relevance and Integrity
   MagneSafe validates the relevance and integrity of the cardholder data gathered by a swipe, 
   dip or insertion of a card. To know that the data is fresh, the reader itself supports mutual 
   authentication, session management, and data integrity verification. 

 •  Secure Tokenization
   MagneSafe supports secure tokenization so merchants and retailers do not have to store the 
   actual PAN data on their host system. A unique “token” is generated with each swipe and it is this 
   token that is used for settlement purposes or to retrieve information for charge backs so the data 
   is never out “in the clear.”

 •  Dynamic Digital Identification
   MagneSafe offers data obsolescence or auto-expiration by generation of dynamic authentication  
   transaction values that change with each swipe of a card. This method assures that the cardholder  
   track data is genuine – and has not been obtained from a breach or from a counterfeit card.  

 •  Device Authentication/Host Authentication
   MagneSafe readers can be configured to authenticate a host before sending the encrypted card  
   data. This type of authentication requires a mutual handshake between the MagneSafe reader and  
   the host, eliminating the threat of being re-directed to an illegitimate host. Furthermore, the device  
   itself can be authenticated so the host may know it is a valid reader-authenticator. 

The MagneSafe IntelliHead is the industry’s first magnetic sensing, media validating, tamper resistant 
security module. It is more than just a magnetic read head. It delivers unmatched protection from the  
inside by capturing more robust magnetic information for next generation security solutions. This heavy-
duty small bracket holds a pre-aligned reader/authenticator ready for snap-in installation. All of its 
processing power and communication circuitry is located within the mounted authentication sensor. As 
a result, the MagneSafe IntelliHead sets new standards for small size, security, increased noise immunity 
and excellent environmental resistance all with complete compatibility to existing reading applications. 

 • Ideal for PCI 2.0 applications
 • 3DEA encryption inside the head
 • DUKPT key management
 • Secure tokenization
 •  Dynamic card authentication
 • Designed-in security from the start

 • Media sensing counterfeit detection
 • Data alteration alerts
 • Maximized data
 • Remote key loading
 •  Masked track data
 • Quick testing and start up

Features

Encryption is a preventative measure that protects cardholder data at rest and in transit at various 
points through the payment infrastructure. Encryption, however, does not protect cardholder data 
that exists outside of the network. Here data is widely available from other data capture venues such 
as pocket skimmers, unattended gas pumps, phishing and pharming sites and telephone scammers. 
The multi-layer security of MagneSafe adds the unmatched protection both cardholders and relying 
parties require through sophisticated card, device and data authentication methods that assure 
a valid transaction.
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